Unmanned systems (USs), including unmanned aerial vehicles, unmanned ground vehicles, unmanned robots, and unmanned underwater vehicles, and so forth, will play a key role in the fourth industrial revolution. USs usually run in challenging environments to achieve the planned tasks without human beings' interface. Such challenging environments increase the possibility of malfunctions in components and systems. Any component or system failure cannot be fixed with replacement parts for unmanned systems. This can potentially cause a host of economic and safety problems. Hence, modern unmanned systems rely on sophisticated control systems to meet performance and safety requirements. Although many advanced safe or reliable control approaches have been available for USs, there are still many open problems, in both theory and practice.
1. Advanced fault tolerant control schemes for USs (4 papers). 2. Novel nonlinear controllers for USs (6 papers).
Trajectory planning and analysis of USs (2 papers).
In the first category, the first paper, 'Adaptive neural output feedback control for a class of switched non-linear systems with unknown backlash-like hysteresis of the actuator' by Chuang Li and Xuebo Yang, takes the unknown actuator backlash-like hysteresis as fault, and then develops an adaptive neural output feedback control for a class of switched non-linear systems. The second paper, 'Active attitude faulttolerant tracking control of flexible spacecraft via the Chebyshev neural network' by Kunfeng Lu, Tianya Li, and Lijun Zhang, investigates the fault tolerant control problem of flexible spacecrafts with actuator failures. The third paper, 'Prescribed performance-based distributed fault-tolerant cooperative control for multi-UAVs' by Ziquan Yu, Youmin Zhang, and Yaohong Qu, presents a fault tolerant control approach to the formation flying problem of multiple UAVs.
The prescribed performance is ensured. The fourth paper, 'A finite-time adaptive robust control for a spacecraft attitude control considering actuator fault and saturation with reduced steady-state error' by Seyed Majid Smaeilzadeh and Mehdi Golestani, presents robust controller for a spacecraft subject to actuator fault and saturation. The closed-loop of the attitude system is ensured to be finite-time stable.
In the second category, the paper 'Nonlinear optimal tracking control of spacecraft formation flying with collision avoidance' by Ruixia Liu, Ming Liu, and Yuan Liu, presents an advanced tracking control approach with collision avoidance capability for the formation flying of spacecrafts. The second paper, 'Compound control for autonomous docking to a three-axis tumbling target' by Dong Ye, Wei Lu, and Zhongcheng Mu, solves the docking problem of a tumbling target. A novel control scheme is developed. The third paper 'Dynamic sliding mode-based attitude stabilisation control of satellites with angular velocity and control constraints' by Chunmei Yu and Xun Xie, presents a sliding mode control law to stabilize the attitude of the satellite in the presence of constraints in actuator and angular velocity. The fourth paper, 'Envelope oriented singularity robust steering law of control moment gyros for spacecraft attitude maneuver' by Yanning Guo, Pengyu Wang, Guangfu Ma, and Liangyue Wang, solves the problem of steering pyramid control gyro cluster for achieving a fast attitude slewing of spacecraft. The fifth paper 'A non-decoupled backstepping control for fixedwing UAVs with multivariable fixed-time sliding mode disturbance observer' by Yang Han, Peng Li, and Zhiqiang Zheng, integrates the backstepping control technique and the fixedtime sliding mode-based observer technique to synthesize a control law for fixed-wing UAVs. The attitude and the airspeed control of the UAVs are achieved despite uncertainties and disturbances. The last paper of this category is 'Adaptive neural network control for course-keeping of ships with input constraints' by Qingling Wang, Changyin Sun, and Yangyang Chen. An adaptive neural network-based control approach is developed for ships with the input constraint and unknown direction control gains addressed.
In the third category, the first paper, 'Route planning algorithm for autonomous underwater vehicles based on the hybrid of particle swarm optimization algorithm and radial basis function' by Weidong Zhou, Zejing Xing, Bai Wenbin, Deng Chengchen, Yaen Xie, and Xiande Wu, presents an intelligent trajectory planning strategy for AUVs. The second paper, 'The effect analysis of an engine jet on an aircraft blast deflector' by Song Ma, Jianguo Tan, Xiankai Li, and Jiang Hao, analyzes the influence of jet exhaust gases with high temperature, high speed and high pressure on the jet blast deflector of a carrier-based aircraft engine.
